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Abstract1

The energy bandgap of GaInP solar cells can be tuned by modifying the2

degree of order of the alloy. In this study, we employed Sb to increase the3

energy bandgap of the GaInP and analyzed its impact on the performance of4

GaInP solar cells. An effective change in the cut-off wavelength of the external5

quantum efficiency of GaInP solar cells and an effective increase of 50 mV in6

the open circuit voltage of GaInP/Ga(In)As/Ge triple junction solar cells were7

obtained with the use of Sb.8

9

1 Introduction10

The performance optimization of GaInP subcells is key to obtain multijunction11

solar cells (MJSC) with high efficiency. To date, all MJSC architectures [1,12

2, 3, 4, 5] employ GaInP-based subcells, whereas their differences rely on the13

materials, composition and structure of the other subcells. Nonetheless, the14

exact composition, energy band gap (Eg ) and thickness of the GaInP subcell15

should be carefully controlled since they directly influence its photocurrent and16

subsequently that of the underlying subcells. Hence, the current mismatch in17

a MJSC under a given spectrum can be impacted (even some times controlled)18

with any of these three magnitudes [6].19

In particular, GaInP exhibits CuPt-type ordering in the group III sublattice20

which modifies the Eg of the alloy [7, 8]. For a fully disordered GaInP (i.e.,21

with Ga and In atoms randomly located in the group III lattice sites) Eg can22

be raised up to 100 meV [9]. In order to raise the efficiency of a GaInP subcell23
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in a MJSC, its Eg should be increased as much as possible (i.e., GaInP should24

be disordered) [6], while keeping the photocurrent as high as possible. To this25

end, typical epitaxial growth parameters such as growth temperature, growth26

rate, V/III ratio, doping level, wafer off cut [10, 11, 12, 13] can be manipulated.27

However, a change in the growth parameters may also affect the minority and28

majority carrier properties, which directly impact the performance of the solar29

cell. Alternatively, surfactants can be employed during the epitaxial process30

to modulate the degree of order without changing other process variables [14].31

Typical surfactants of GaInP include Sb [15], Te [16] or Bi [17]. To date, only32

Sb has been employed to modulate the order parameter in GaInP solar cells33

and, by doing so, up to 60 mV increase in the Voc was obtained [9]. However,34

there is no detailed information concerning the impact of the use of Sb during35

GaInP growth on the external quantum efficiency (EQE) of GaInP solar cells,36

which in turn determines the photocurrent of the solar cell. In the present study,37

we show the relative impact of the ordering of the base and the emitter of the38

GaInP solar cell on the shape of its EQE, together with the global effect of39

GaInP ordering on the EQE of a typical MJSC. We also carried out simulations40

to confirm the experimental observations.41

2 Experimental42

Solar cells were grown in a commercial Aixtron 200/4 MOVPE reactor on p-43

type Ge(100) wafers with 6◦ misorientation towards [011] . The semiconductor44

structure, together with the thickness and the dopant value of each layer, can be45

seen in Fig.1. A double GaInP/GaInAs nucleation layer was employed [18] to46

create a high quality template for the subsequent growth of a tunnel junction [19]47

and the GaInP solar cell. The tunnel junction was introduced since a diffused48

emitter is created during the growth of the nucleation layer, forming a p-n49

junction in the Ge substrate. The details behind the semiconductor structure of50

the GaInP solar cell can be found in Ref. [20]. The Sb molar flow used during51

the growth is expressed in terms of the Sb/P ratio in the gas phase, in parts52

per million (ppm), under a constant PH3 molar flow of 1.79 · 10−2 mol/min.53

The effect of Sb is very sensitive to growth conditions and reactor geometry so54

we have developed a method to calibrate the injected molar flow of TESb to55

obtain a desired order parameter based on Reflectance Anisotropy Spectroscopy56

(RAS) [21]. Sb was mainly employed during the growth of the base layer, as57

the emitter showed a low order parameter as a result of its high doping level58

[22]. As it will be explained later, the molar flow of the dopant in the base layer59

(DMZn) was slightly modified in each sample to counterbalance the impact of60

Sb that enhances the incorporation of Zn into the solid [22, 23].61
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The setup employed for the EQE measurements consists of a Xe lamp used62

as white light source which passes through a Horiba Jobin Yvon monochro-63

mator (TRIAX180) and a filter wheel. Further details on the system and the64

measurement can be found in [24]. Measurements under concentration were65

done with a flash simulator [25]. Solar cells were also modelled with a 2-D66

physically-based numerical modeling tool (Atlas from Silvaco). This type of67

modeling solves numerically the fundamental semiconductor equations under68

specified bias conditions [26]. Thermionic and thermionic field emission bound-69

ary conditions were used to model the non-linear transport at heterojunctions.70

The transfer matrix method was used to calculate the photo generation rate71

through the structure which accurately takes into account constructive and/or72

destructive interferences at the interfaces of the solar cell [27]. More details73

about the modeling approach can be found elsewhere [28].74

3 Theoretical assessment75

The Voc of GaInP solar cells is enhanced by increasing its Eg with the use of76

Sb to disorder the GaInP [9]. However, the photocurrent gets reduced by in-77

creasing the band gap due to the lower cut-off wavelength in the absorption78

coefficient of the material. Therefore, to increase the efficiency of the solar79

cell one must raise the Voc while keeping the photocurrent as high as pos-80

sible. To preserve the photocurrent, the top cell thickness base is typically81

used as an adjustable parameter to achieve current-matching in a MJSC de-82

vice [6]. However, a base thickness increase leads to a Voc decrease. Accord-83

ingly, Fig.2 illustrates the solution of this trade-off for solar cell architectures84

in which GaInP lattice matched to Ge (or GaAs) is used as the top cell (for85

example, state-of-the-art GaInP/Ga(In)As/Ge solar cells; inverted metamor-86

phic GaInP/Ga(In)As/GaInAs solar cells or GaInP/Ga(In)As/GaInAsN solar87

cells). In particular, Fig.2 depicts the evolution of Jsc and Voc as a function88

of the thickness and Eg of the base layer in the GaInP subcell for a typical89

GaInP/Ga(In)As/Ge MJSC under AM1.5D ASTM G173-03 spectrum. The90

bandgap range considered is something attainable by controlling the ordering91

around the GaInP composition considered in the example. For the simulation,92

it has been considered that 1) the photogeneration of carriers is zero for photons93

with energies below Eg (k=0 for Eph <Eg and 2) there is no degradation of the94

minority carrier properties due to the use of Sb. As can be seen in Fig.2(a),95

the Jsc is very sensitive to the base thickness, especially for low Eg
′s. A Jsc96

gain of around 3 mA/cm2 can be obtained by increasing the base thickness from97

300 to 1600 nm for low band gaps (1.8-1.84 eV). For mid-high band gaps, a98

lower increase is expected (about 1.5 to 2 mA/cm2 ). Regarding the Voc (see99
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Fig.2(b)), the highest values are expected for high Eg and relatively thin base100

thicknesses (300-700 nm). For example, for a base thickness of 500 nm a gain of101

50 mV is feasible by increasing Eg from 1810 to 1880 meV. However, as the base102

thickness must be as high as possible to keep the same current levels when using103

high bandgaps, the dark saturation current is also increased and consequently104

the Voc is reduced. Nonetheless, the net change in Voc due to the increase of Eg105

and base thickness is positive, which justifies the procedure. Besides, the dark106

saturation current impact on the Voc gets reduced as the band gap is increased107

(almost negligible for Eg >1.88 eV) due to a reduction of the intrinsic carrier108

concentration [29]. Summarizing, according to the simulations it is reasonable109

to go for higher band gaps to raise the Voc and to use the base thickness to110

adjust the photocurrent in any particular multijunction solar cell design.111

4 Results and discussion112

Fig. 3 shows the EQE of several GaInP subcells with the semiconductor struc-113

ture of Fig. 1, that were grown with different Sb/P ratios as shown in the114

legend. Despite the solar cells in Fig. 1 are GaInP/Ge dual junction solar cells,115

we will ignore in this work the EQE of the Ge cell since it does not have any116

relevance for our study. No antireflection coating (ARC) was deposited on the117

devices. The EQE represented with black squares corresponds to the reference118

solar cell with no Sb flow during its growth. As can be observed, when higher119

Sb/P ratios were employed during the GaInP solar cell base growth, the cut-off120

wavelength in the EQE was shifted to lower wavelengths (i.e., higher energies)121

indicating an effective energy bandgap increase. Olson et al. [9] reported that Sb122

modifies the alloy composition (i.e. Ga to In ratio) depending on the substrate123

offcut. Nonetheless, we have experimentally observed with XRD measurements124

a change from 0.502 to 0.507 in Ga composition, which yields a negligible change125

in the Eg .126

On the other hand, samples with Sb/P ratios of 1720 and 2610 ppm showed127

an EQE markedly lower than the rest of the samples. The reason for this is that128

the use of Sb during Zn-doped GaInP layer growth increases dopant incorpora-129

tion [22, 23]. As a result, the minority carrier lifetime of electrons in the base130

was lowered and correspondingly the EQE decreased. Therefore, the change in131

the EQE observed is related to the change in the dopant incorporation which132

has not been correctly compensated by reducing the dopant flow. Nonetheless,133

the ultimate goal here was to firstly address the shift in the cut-off wavelength134

due to the effect of the use of Sb. Later on, it will be shown in Fig.4 that the135

correction of the Zn concentration in the base leads to the obtaining of an EQE136

in the samples grown using Sb that virtually overlaps that of the reference cell137
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except for the change in the cut-off wavelength region.138

Fig. 3(b) shows the cut-off wavelength region magnified to facilitate the139

analysis. As can be observed, a little hump appears at high wavelengths (iden-140

tified in the figure with a red rectangle), as the Eg is increased. The relative141

influence of this hump in the integrated photocurrent was higher as the cut-off142

wavelength was decreased. In fact, for the sample with the highest Sb/P ratio143

(i.e., highest Eg ), a current ”gain” of 0.15 mA/cm2 can be estimated as a result144

of this hump. The presence of such hump may be indicative of areas within the145

structure with a higher degree of order (i.e., lower Eg ) than in the base layer.146

As Sb flow was only introduced during the growth of the base layer, the hump147

in the EQE could be the result of the emitter having a higher degree of order148

than the base layers grown with high Sb/P ratios. In order to shed some light149

on this issue, Fig. 3(b) also shows the simulation performed of GaInP solar cells150

(dashed lines) considering a more ordered emitter than the highly disordered151

base. Indeed, as Fig. 3(b) shows, the measurements can be fitted quite closely152

considering the Eg of the emitter to be 25 meV lower than the base (2610 ppm153

case).154

Accordingly, in order to get rid of the hump in the EQE (i.e. to get a fully155

disordered emitter), an Sb flow needs to be also introduced during the growth of156

the emitter layer. Fig.4 shows the EQEs of such batch of experiments. Again,157

the EQE of the reference structure grown with no Sb is represented with black158

squares while now the EQE of a GaInP solar cell grown with an Sb/P ratio159

of 2610 ppm during the base growth is shown with red circles. This solar cell160

was similar to the solar cell whose EQE was plotted with light blue diamonds161

in Fig.3. Curves plotted with green and blue triangles correspond to solar cells162

grown with an Sb/P ratio of 728 and 2610 ppm in the emitter, respectively, and163

an Sb/P ratio of 2610 ppm in the base. As can be observed, as the amount164

of Sb introduced during the growth of the emitter increases, the hump in the165

cut-off wavelength region tends to vanish. This was indicative that the emitter166

was decreasing its degree of order, attaining values at least similar to that of the167

base. Furthermore, the solar cells grown with an Sb/P ratio of 728 ppm in the168

emitter (green line of Fig. 4) and without Sb (red line of Fig. 4) in the emitter169

were grown virtually identical with the exception of the use of Sb in the emitter.170

Since for these cells the EQEs are coincident for all wavelengths (excluding the171

hump region), it can be concluded that there were apparently no major issues172

concerning the n-type dopant (i.e., Si) incorporation in the emitter when using173

such Sb quantity. Finally, for the sample grown with an Sb/P ratio of 2610174

ppm along both the base and emitter (blue line in Fig. 4), the Zn-molar flow in175

the base was corrected to compensate the enhanced Zn incorporation. Fig. 4176

shows that the result of such compensation is a recovery of the EQE, virtually177
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showing the same EQE values as the reference solar cell grown with no Sb flow.178

Although it has been reported that the use of Sb reduces the minority carrier179

lifetime [30], we have found it does not affect the EQE of practical devices for180

the range of Eg we have explored.181

The cut-off wavelength shift of the GaInP towards higher energies has direct182

consequences in the performance of the GaInP solar cell when it is employed183

as a top cell in a MJSC. The shift in the cut-off wavelength not only implies184

an increase in Voc but also a decrease in Jsc since there is a significant loss185

in absorption in the range from 610 to 700 nm. For instance, a Jsc loss of186

1.16 mA/cm2 is calculated for the AM1.5D ASTM G173-03 spectrum in such187

region for the sample grown with an Sb/P ratio of 2610 ppm in the base and188

the emitter of Fig.4 (with respect to the reference). As seen in the theoretical189

assessment section, in order to counterbalance such Jsc decrease, the top cell190

base thickness could be increased. To illustrate this issue, two different lattice-191

matched GaInP/Ga(In)As/Ge triple junction solar cells (3JSC) were grown and192

their EQEs can be seen in Fig.5. The EQE with black squares corresponds to a193

reference sample grown with no Sb in the TC (i.e., ordered GaInP TC), while194

the EQE with red circles corresponds to a 3JSC with Sb only in the base of the195

TC (i.e., disordered GaInP TC). Details on the growth and manufacturing can196

be found in Ref. [31]. The EQE of the GaInP top cells (TC) and Ga(In)As197

middle cells (MC) range from 300 to 700 nm and 500 to 950 nm, respectively.198

The EQE of the Ge bottom cell is not included in the figure since it does not199

experience any change after the alteration of the Eg of the TC. The shape of200

the EQE of the GaInP subcells shows several differences. First, as expected, the201

cut-off wavelength has been decreased after using Sb during the growth. Second,202

in the case of the cell using Sb, the EQE has been increased in the range of 550203

to 650 nm as a consequence of the increase of the GaInP base thickness (from204

600 to 1300 nm in this case) implemented to counterbalance the photocurrent205

loss due to decrease of the cut-off wavelength. However, as it will be shown206

later, despite the increase in base thickness the disordered TC could not reach207

the equivalent Jsc level of the ordered TC. This impacted the current matching208

in the disordered 3JSC. Finally, it should be noticed that the differences in the209

EQE of Fig.5 in the short wavelength region (from 300-350 nm) are attributed210

to slight differences in the surface recombination velocity of the AlInP window211

layer between both solar cells, and have nothing to do with the use of Sb.212

Regarding the EQE of the Ga(In)As MC, it was also affected by the changes213

introduced. On the one hand, it could be argued that, as the TC is absorbing214

less light (higher Eg ), the MC should increase its EQE in the range from 500215

to 700 nm. However, this is not the case since the base thickness increase in216

the TC changes the expected behavior. The EQE between 650 and 700 nm217
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increases, due to the shift in the cut-off wavelength of the TC, whereas the218

EQE between 500 and 650 nm decreases, due to the TC-base thickness increase.219

Fig.5 (b) shows the same EQEs as in (a) but with an enlarged X-axis between220

550 and 700 nm. In the end, the current gain obtained in the MC thanks to221

the change in Eg of the TC virtually counterbalances the current loss due to222

the increased TC-base thickness for a given reference spectrum. In other words,223

the photocurrent produced by both middle cells with (red curve in Fig. 5) and224

without Sb (black curve in Fig. 5) is almost the same (0.05 mA/cm2 current225

gain in the MC after using Sb). As a rule of thumb, in order to optimize the226

efficiency of the triple junction solar cell with regard to the Eg and thickness227

of the TC, the first step is to achieve a TC with the highest energy bandgap228

possible since the higher the energy bandgap, the higher the Voc of the device.229

Afterwards, the current matching between the TC and the MC under a given230

spectrum is obtained by fine tuning the TC-thickness.231

Finally, in order to quantify the increase in Voc due to the use of Sb to get232

a disordered GaInP subcell, the two triple junction solar cells of Fig. 5 were233

measured at an equivalent concentration of 500 suns (see Fig.6). With the use234

of Sb in the TC base, an increase in Voc of 51 mV has been attained, due to the235

change in the Eg of the TC. Although it might be a low value in comparison to236

values published in the literature [9], the result seems reasonable after consider-237

ing the decrease in the Voc due to the thickness base increase. Indeed, after the238

simulations from Fig.2, an Voc loss of 10 mV can be expected after an increase239

of the base layer from 600 to 1300 nm. On the other hand, as mentioned above,240

the slight decrease in current (an equivalent loss of 0.23 mA/cm2 at 1 sun) is241

due to a slight current mismatch between the TC and MC originated by the242

not fully optimized EQE of the TC (see for instance the room for improvement243

at 500 nm). The current mismatch between the subcells could be also solved244

with a careful design of an ARC layer (devices in this work have no ARC layer).245

Nonetheless, we want to stress here the efficiency potential gain in the 3JSC246

(0.7 % absolute according to our calculations) due to the Voc increase once the247

current matching issues are correctly solved. Alternatively, in some other MJSC248

architectures there may be an interest in decreasing the current of the GaInP249

subcell. In such case, the use of Sb could be employed to both decrease the250

current and increase the Voc at the same time.251

5 Conclusions252

In summary, an effective decrease in the cutoff wavelength in the EQE of GaInP253

solar cells (i.e., an increase in the energy bandgap) has been obtained with the254

use of Sb during the growth of the GaInP material. In addition, the particular255
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degree of order of the solar cell emitter and base layers influences the shape of256

the EQE of the devices and the use of Sb does not seem to affect the minority257

carrier lifetime of the solar cells tested. Once incorporated in a MJSC archi-258

tecture, the thickness of the GaInP base must be increased to counterbalance259

the current loss originated by the change in the energy bandgap. Finally, an260

increase of 50 mV has been also obtained with the use of Sb in state-of-the-art261

GaInP/Ga(In)As/Ge triple junction solar cells.262
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Figure 1: Sketch of the semiconductor structure of the GaInP solar cells ana-
lyzed.

Figure 2: (a) Calculated short circuit current density and (b) open circuit volt-
age of the GaInP subcell latticed-matched to Ge as a function of the bandgap
energy and the thickness of the base layer under AM1.5D ASTM G173-03.
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Figure 3: (a) EQE of GaInP solar cells with different Sb/P ratios employed
during the growth of the base layer. (b) Zoom in of the cut-off wavelength region
of plot (a). Dashed lines in this case correspond to the simulations performed.
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Figure 4: (a) EQE of GaInP solar cells grown without Sb flow (black squares)
and with an Sb/P ratio of 2610 ppm in the base layer together with 0, 728 and
2610 ppm in the emitter layer (red circles, green triangles and blue triangles,
respectively). (b) Zoom in of the cut-off wavelength region of plot (a).
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Figure 5: (a) EQE of GaInP and Ga(In)As subcells of a triple junction solar
cell. Red circles correspond to the cell using Sb in the GaInP; whilst black
squares correspond to the reference growth with no Sb. (b) Zoom of the region
of interest in (a), where the differences in the EQE due to the effect of Sb can
be observed
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Figure 6: I-V curves of the triple-junction solar cells of Fig.5 at 500 suns. Black
squares and red circles represent the IV curve of the devices with an ordered
and disordered GaInP top cell, respectively.
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